Gemini

TETRA network performance measurement tool

Key features
independent and objective TETRA network performance measurement tool
measurement of speech quality to ITU-T Rec. P.862
use for network acceptance tests and ongoing performance checks
scalable design: from walk-testing to multiple vehicle drive-testing
survey using up to 4 radios simultaneously
available in 19" rack, robust carry-case or hand-held options

What is Gemini?
Gemini is a survey tool that measures radio network
performance as perceived by a user, whether it is
affected by coverage problems, system overloading
or equipment failure.
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Gemini measures the critical parameters associated
with coverage and grade of service and provides
sophisticated analysis to display the results as
maps, graphs or tables. Standard radio terminals are
used so that results truly match what the end-user
perceives.
Gemini is intended to be used for initial network
acceptance testing and then for regular performance
checking against Service Level Agreement criteria.
Gemini is essentially technology independent
although it has been developed with the
requirements of the TETRA market particularly in
mind.
Gemini is available in robust carry-case or 19" rack
options or, if only using one radio terminal, as a
hand-held unit.

How does Gemini work?
Gemini consists of two parts, the master in the survey vehicle and the
slave at a fixed location with good coverage. Both parts may control up to
4 radios, with each master radio initiating calls to its corresponding slave
radio over the radio network. Calls are made continuously and entirely
automatically with attempts being made to re-establish the call should it be
lost. Each master-slave pair of radios works independently so that in total,
there may be up to 4 simultaneous test calls at any time - useful for
comparison of different networks or different radios on the same network,
or for testing the network under load.
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Gemini Schematic
During each test call all the results including any failures are logged
together with speech quality measurements of both the uplink and
downlink and GPS coordinates.
Post-survey, the slave uplink results are merged and synchronised with
the master downlink results to produce a single database with all data for
further analysis. Data from other survey vehicles can also be imported to a
single database thereby giving the option for centralised data analysis
when using a fleet of survey vehicles.

How does Gemini assess call quality?
Once a call has been successfully set up, Gemini plays short samples of
human speech, typically 4 sec and in any language, at one end and
records the received audio at the other end. Speech quality is measured
using the industry standard PESQ algorithm meeting ITU-T Rec. P.862
which compares the received audio with a copy of the original speech to
determine the Mean Opinion Score (known as MOS and measured on a
scale of 1 to 5).

Call set-up time - an indicator for the loading of the network and usually
expressed as a Grade of Service, e.g. 90% of calls to be set up in 5 sec or
less.

MOS is an excellent indicator of the quality perceived by end-users and is
now generally regarded by TETRA network operators and users as the
key parameter for network acceptance and testing.

RSSI, Site ID, C1, adjacent Site ID & C2, handovers - all are engineering
parameters used for more detailed analysis of the network performance.

Call set-up failures, calls dropped, No Service, Network busy - all of these
are possible call failure reasons that are logged and are available for
further analysis.

Other parameters are measured and include the following:

How does Gemini analyse and present the survey data?
Gemini includes built-in powerful and flexible analysis functionality to process the raw survey data and present it in many different ways on maps, graphs
and tables or for export to external applications. The following screenshots show some examples:
These maps illustrate just 3 of the
options for viewing results - many
more are possible. Note how in this
example, poor speech quality can be
traced to the handovers and
coverage problems from the local
base site.
left: speech sample icons coloured
by MOS
middle: speech sample icons
coloured by Site ID
right: call pass/failure icons with
default colours

This graph shows a breakdown of call pass/fail reasons grouped
against Site ID. The relative performance of base sites can be seen
clearly with some sites having many more call set-up fails than others
indicating a possible problem for further investigation.

This graph shows RSSI, Audio Level & MOS against distance. The
graph and map are synchronised to help identify problem areas.
This table shows a typical listing of raw survey data that is
synchronised to the map and may be exported for further analysis.

This map and table show the results from the management summary
analysis - this is intended for network acceptance testing where an overall
Pass / Fail result is needed. The pass criteria consist of a set of thresholds
for RSSI and MOS that are applied to different coverage classes, e.g.
major roads, rural, urban, city, within each 1 km square and on a global
basis. This provides a comprehensive set of coverage statistics that
ensure there are no localised coverage black-spots when calculating the
overall coverage. Individual 1km squares are coloured for Pass / Fail or
not enough data.
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